Random variables T = JT ,T 1 are associated if 1 1 n J
If T. is stochastically increasing in T. T for i = l,...,n, then T T are associated. Examples are given of the application of these results to reliability models involving various types of maintenance.
Introduction
A set of random variables T = jT ,...,T } are said to be ~ l 1 n 1 associated, if Cov[f (T) ,g(T) ] -0 for all increasing functions f,g for which the covariance exists (an increasing function is a function which is nondecreasing in each of its arguments). Esary-Proschan-Walkup (hereafter referred to as E-P-W) (1967) develop the basic properties of associated random variables and present some applications [see also E-P-W (1966) for applications to reliability theory]. Tukey (1958) discusses the notion of positive mgi'ession dcpcncicnae of T,, on T., defined by the property that P(T >t |T "t.] is increasing in t for each fixed t . Lehmann (1966) discusses several forms of bivariate dependence, including positive regression dependence (but not bivariate association), shows their relationships, and gives a number of applications. discuss the relationships between bivariate association and the forms of bivariate dependence considered by Lehmann. It is shown in E-P-W (1967) that positive regression dependence of T on T implies association between T and T,. In the present paper we define T ., to be 8U Jiaai isallu ir^'ivar :nj in T ,. We say "stochastically increasing" rather than the previously introduced "positive regression dependent" in order to have a terminology consistent with the usual notion of stochastic ordering, which we find it convenient to employ. Lehmann (1967) , Example 1, considers the construction S 1 ■ hjCUj.T), S^ = h 2 (U 2 ,T), where U,, U2, T are independent and h^ h2 are functions increasing in T. We show:
..,m, where U ,...,U are mutually independent and also independent of T T and h, is increasing in T T . Then in i 0 i* * n S,,...,S are associated.
m
To prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 we consider a more general result (Theorem 3.1, or alternately Theorem 3.4) which includes both as special cases.
This investigation is primarily motivated by an implication of Theorem 1.1; random variables T ,...,T are associated if each T is stochastically increasing in T ,...,T . This fact is useful in reliability analyses in- S is stoahastiaally inareasing in T,
Let SlT -t denote a set of random variables with the conditional probability distribution of S, given that T » t.
We will use the following readily verified facts without further reference. S,TSt S, , T is equivalent to Sll ■ t « St S , |T -t for all t. S t st in T is equivalent to Sit -t (1) < St slT -t
for all t (1) 1 t (2) . f(S,T)|T -tSt f(S,t)iT -t, for any function f(s,t).
The following lemma is a variation on a basic result due to Lehmann (1959) i.e., hi.U,t) = St S|T = t. Let U be independent of T. Then
It follows that S,TSt h(U,T),T. 11 st It is immediate that if S = ' h(U,T), where h(u,t) is increasing in t^ and U is independent of T, then S + st in T.
S ,...,S are aonditionally independent, given that T » t, if
SjjT « t,...,S |T = t are assumed to be mutually independent. Proof.
Then 4 is increasing, and f(S,T) = St £(U,T). For t (1) < t (2) ."«. 
Let f(s,t), g(s,t) be increasing functions such that Cov[f(S,T),g(S,T)]
exists. Let ^(u.t) = f[h,(u ,t),...,h (u ,t),t],
C.n are increasing functions, and
and so S,,...,S , T, T are associated. M l m i n
We find the expectation of a function f(S,T) by first conditioning on T, i.e.,
Ef(S,T) -E T E s|T f(S.T)
where E denotes expectation over the distribution of T, and E-|_ 1 ~ S T denotes expectation over the conditional distribution of S, given a fixed T.
Proof B. Let f(s,t), g(s,t) be increasing functions such that Cov[f (S.T) ,g(S^,^) ] exists. Then, dropping arguments, The following multivariate definitions of "stochastically less than"
and "stochastically increasing" are of interest in the present context, and also because of their apparent relevance to reliability theory:
S is stoohasttcallu less than S', written Si S', st if f(S) _" f(S') for all increasing functions f(s). Definition 3.3.
S is stochastic-allu incrcasinq in T, written S t st
It is immediate that S t st in T is equivalent to 
.
: where p(t 1 ,t 2 ) + q(t 1 ,t2) 1 1 for all {t < t } C T.
Thus f(S,T):T = t (1) I St f(S,T)IT = t
|x(t), t £ T| is stochastically increasing in time.
Proof. For {t l < t 2 l C T, set iKtj.tp = St X(t 2 ) IxC^) = 1,
< p(t 1 ,t 2 ) = P[U(t 1 ,t 2 ) = 1], i.e., V(t 1 ,t 2 ) < St U(t 1 ,t 2 ). Thus Son.e properties and applications in reliability theory of performance processes that are associated in time are discussed in E-P-W(1966).
In the process of Example 4.5 {XCt.), X(t 2 )} are, for {tj < t 2 } C T, stochastically representable by X(t ) and transition random variables uctj.tj = st xCtplxUj) -l, vct^^) -st x(t 2 )|x(t i ) -0, such that X(t ), U(t,,t,), V(t.,t..) are mutually independent.
. X(t )j = st jXCtj), X(t 1 )U(t 1 ,t 2 ) + [l-X(t 1 )]V(t 1 ,t 2 )}, and so < st A(t ) • st in X(t ) is equivalent to V(t 1 ,t 2 ) 1 U(t ,t ). Setting L'(t ,t ), \(t ,t ) independent is convenient, but not essential to the reprc'scntation. n y] y..(t ) ' st in X(t ) by Theorem 2.3, X(t ) t st in X(t ).
We illustrate the application of Example A.6 for plans involving two identical devices, n = 2, where time is measured in discrete cycles, say = '0,1,...f. We suppose that devices fail or are repaired within cycles, and that devices are transferred from standby for service to service, service to standby for repair, etc., between cycles. 
